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,CORRECTED** Determination Mailing Date:  01 2 6 2014

CASE: CPC-2014-1915-SP
CEQA: ENV-2003-3577-EIR, Addendum

Applicant: Ted Tanner, LA Arena Land Company, LLC
Rep.: David A. Goldberg, Armbruster, Goldsmith & Delvac, LLP

Location: 1000 Olympic Boulevard
Council District: 9 — Price
Plan Area: Central City
Request: Specific Plan

At its meeting on October 23, 2014, the following action was taken by the City Planning
Commission:
1. Approved the requested Specific Plan Amendments to the Los Angeles Sports and Entertainment

District (LASED) Specific Plan, as modified.
2. Adopted the attached Findings, including the related environmental Finding that the Addendum

prepared to ENV-2000-3577-EIR for this action is adequate environmental clearance for the subject
requests.

3. Advised the applicant that, pursuant to California State Public Resources Code Section 21081.6, the
City shall monitor or require evidence that mitigation conditions are implemented and maintained
throughout the life of the project and the City may require any necessary fees to cover the cost of
such monitoring.

4. Advised the applicant that pursuant to State Fish and Game Code Section 711.4, a Fish and Game
Fee and / or Certificate of Fee Exemption is now required to be submitted to the County Clerk to or
concurrent with the Environmental Notice of Determination (NOD) filing.

Recommendation to City Council:
1. Recommend that the City Council adopt an ordinance, and subject to review by the City Attorney as

to form and legality, amending Ordinance Nos. 174224, 178134, 179413, 181334, and 182729 known
as the Los Angeles Sports and Entertainment District Specific Plan.

Fiscal Impact Statement: There is no General Fund impact as administrative costs are recovered through
fees.

This action was taken by the following vote:

Moved: Katz
Seconded: Mack
Ayes: Ahn, Ambroz, Cabildo, Choe, Perlman, Segura, Dake-Wilson

Vote: 9 - 0

James K. Williams Comm
City Planning Com issio

ission Executive Assistant II

Effective Date/Appear?;' The City Planning Commission's determination is appealable. Any aggrieved
party may file an appeal within 15-days after the mailing date of this determination letter. Any appeal not filed
within the 15-day period shall not be considered by the City Council. All appeals shall be filed on forms
provided at the Planning Department's Public Counters at 201 N. Figueroa Street, Fourth Floor, Los Angeles,
or at 6262 Van Nuys Boulevard, Suite 251, Van Nuys.

FINAL APPEAL DATE: DEC 1 1 2014

**CORRECTED TO ADD FINDINGS
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If you seek judicial review of any decision of the City pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.5,
the petition for writ of mandate pursuant to that section must be filed no later than the 90th day following the date on
which the City's decision became final pursuant to California Code of Civil Procedure Section 1094.6. There may be
other time limits which also affect your ability to seek judicial review.

Attachments: Findings, Ordinance
City Planner: Debbie Lawrence
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FINDINGS

1. SPECIFIC PLAN AMENDMENT FINDINGS

A. Findings under Charter Section 556: Conformance with the General Plan
Los Angeles City Charter Section 556 and LAMC Section 12.32 require that prior to
adopting a land use ordinance, such as a specific plan amendment, the City Council make
findings that the ordinance is in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and
provisions of the General Plan. The Specific Plan Amendments to increase the number of
Alcohol Use Approvals within the LASED Specific Plan area and to allow for service of
alcoholic beverages at 8:00 a.m. daily for up to eight establishments, including each hotel,
are in substantial conformance with the purposes, intent and provisions of the General Plan
in the following respects:

1. Central City Community Plan

The Specific Plan Amendments will promote the objectives, policies and goals of the Central
City Community Plan and the Specific Plan by supporting the development of the LASED
and improving the Central City's competitiveness as a location for hotels, restaurants, and
cinemas. Objectives 2-1, 2-2, 2-3 and 2-4 of the Central City Community Plan, which are
set forth below, seek to establish a mixed-use, 24-hour downtown environment, with a
mixture of daytime and nighttime activities. These Objectives also identify the need for
additional hotel uses to support the Convention Center and other Downtown uses.

Objective 2-1: To improve Central City's competitiveness as a
location for offices, business, retail and industry.

Objective 2-2 To retain the existing retail base in Central City.

Objective 2-3 To promote land uses in Central City that will
address the needs of all the visitors to Downtown for business,
conventions, trade shows, and tourism.

Policy 2.3-1: Support the development of a hotel and entertainment
district surrounding the Convention Center/Staples Arena with
linkages to other areas of Central City and the Figueroa Corridor.

Objective 2-4 To encourage a mix of uses which create an active,
24-hour downtown environment for current residents and which would
also foster increased tourism.

Policy 2-4.1 Promote night life activity by encouraging
restaurants, pubs, night clubs, small theaters, and other
specialty uses to reinforce existing pockets of activity.

The Amendments would create opportunities for additional development of hotel and
entertainment uses in the Specific Plan area. Without approval of the Amendments and the
allocation of an additional Alcohol Use Approval for a hotel, the development of a much-
needed additional hotel to serve the Convention Center and the Central City area could not
occur. An additional Alcohol Use Approval to serve the Regal Cinemas is critical to that
movie theater remaining competitive as other multiplexes begin to offer alcohol service as
part of their "dinner and a movie" experience. An updated and more competitive cinema
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would continue to promote the needs of visitors to the Downtown area, and would continue
to encourage a mix of uses which create an active 24-hour environment in the area.

The requested Alcohol Use Approvals for Subarea 1 a are necessary to serve the increasing
demand for meeting and ballroom space and ancillary restaurant use within the LASED and
Central City area, which has occurred in connection with increased activity at the
Convention Center and the Ritz/Marriott Hotel. The remaining Alcohol Use Approval would
allow for compatible growth and development of the Specific Plan area consistent with the
current trajectory of success for the area. The requested change to the Standard Conditions
for alcohol service to allow for alcohol service to begin at 8:00 a.m. instead of 10:00 a.m. for
up to eight establishments, including each hotel, would allow hotels and other restaurants to
remain competitive with surrounding facilities that serve alcohol ancillary to traditional
breakfast and brunch services.

The Central City Community Plan identifies the LASED as the program for implementing the
above objectives and policies. In addition, the purposes of the Specific Plan include
providing for the "continued and expanded development of the site as a major
entertainment/mixed-use development providing hotel, retail, entertainment . . [and] movie
theaters" and expanding "the economic base of the City, by providing additional employment
opportunities and additional revenues to the region." (Specific Plan, Section 2.)

The Specific Plan Amendments are necessary to foster the continued development and
success of the Convention Center, Staples Center and LA Live, in furtherance of these
Community Plan and Specific Plan objectives and policies. In particular, by providing
additional Alcohol Use Approvals for a new hotel, the cinemas, meeting and ballroom space
and restaurants, and allowing earlier alcohol service at breakfast and brunch for up to eight
establishments, including each hotel, the Amendments would promote the Convention
Center, tourism, downtown business and a 24/7 mixed-use downtown environment. All
alcohol uses are and would continue to be carefully regulated, licensed and monitored
pursuant to the conditions outlined in the Specific Plan and Development Agreement for
these properties.

The Alcohol Use Approval for the new hotel on the Olympic North Subarea is necessary to
allow development of that hotel to move forward. In conjunction with the Ritz-
Carlton/Marriott Hotel located on the Olympic East Subarea of the LASED and the
Courtyard by Marriott on the eastern half of the Olympic North Subarea, this additional hotel
would provide needed support and accommodations for tourists, Convention Center patrons
and LASED guests, enhancing the LASED as a hotel and entertainment district. The hotel
would be located in easy walking distance of LA Live, Staples Center and the Convention
Center, thereby further integrating the LASED and greater Downtown area as an integrated,
pedestrian-friendly environment.

The provision of alcoholic beverages at the Regal Cinemas would allow the Regal Cinemas
in the Specific Plan area to remain competitive with other competing facilities, helping to
retain the existing retail base in Central City. The Specific Plan Amendments would also
allow for the development of additional hotel-related uses in the Specific Plan area,
furthering the objectives of the Community Plan. Additional meeting rooms, ballrooms, and
restaurants in the Community Plan Area would continue to support and grow the existing
retail base in the Central City Area. In addition, additional meeting rooms, ballrooms, and
restaurants in the area would promote a land use in Central City that meets the needs of
visitors for business, conventions, trade shows, and tourism. Hotel-related uses such as
these encourage a use of the area, creating an active 24-hour environment, consistent with
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the Community Plan Objectives, and hotel-related uses such as additional meeting rooms,
ballrooms, and restaurants are a key component of a hotel district as intended by the
Community Plan. The proposed use would also allow for additional night life activity, as
contemplated by the Community Plan, through the provision of restaurants, bars, lounges,
and other uses typically included in hotels.

Lastly, the Specific Plan Amendments would provide flexibility for up to eight establishments
in the Specific Plan area, including each hotel, to sell alcoholic beverages as part of their
breakfast and brunch menus beginning at 8:00 a.m. should they choose to do so. This
change is consistent with the Community Plan's objective related to retaining the existing
retail base in Central City, as it would allow businesses within the Specific Plan area to
remain competitive with surrounding businesses through the sales of traditional alcoholic
beverages with breakfast and brunch services. The Specific Plan Amendments would meet
the Community Plan policies of continuing to develop a hotel and entertainment center in the
area and encouraging nightlife by increasing the opportunities for morning dining and
entertainment for residents and hotel guests, encouraging overnight stays and a 24-hour
environment.

2. General Plan Framework

The General Plan Framework, adopted in December 1996 and re-adopted in August 2001,
is a strategy document outlining the City's long-term development goals. As such, it
provides guidance for communities throughout Los Angeles to develop and implement their
own tailored land use policies.

The LASED Specific Plan has been created in accordance with the objectives of the
General Plan Framework. The area is situated within what the Framework terms as the
"Downtown Center," the location for "...major cultural and entertainment facilities, hotels,
high-rise residential towers, regional transportation facilities and the Convention Center.
These uses serve the region, state, nation and world." The Framework Element also states
"...nighttime uses should be encouraged and public safety enhanced to meet the needs of
residents and visitors." As the center of urban activity, it is expected that that
entertainment-related uses will provide alcoholic beverage service consistent with the norm
for restaurants, clubs, music venues, cinemas, and other entertainment facilities.

Objective 3.11 of the General Plan Framework provides for the "the
continuation and expansion of government, business, cultural entertainment,
visitor-serving, housing, industries, transportation, supporting uses, and similar
functions at a scale and intensity that distinguishes and uniquely identifies
the Downtown Center."

The Specific Plan Amendments accomplish the intent of Objective 3.11 by continuing to
encourage and enable the expansion of entertainment and visitor-serving uses to expand
current offerings. The increased product offerings, including movie showings accompanied
by alcoholic beverages, service of traditional breakfast beverages during breakfast and
brunch services, as well as the facilitating of a new hotel to serve the Convention Center
would allow for the continuation and expansion of existing uses and would continue to
distinguish the area as a 24-hour entertainment area. The Amendments would enable the
LASED to accommodate an additional hotel, which would serve visitors to the district and
the surrounding area, including visitors to the Convention Center, local museums, and other
cultural and entertainment venues in the City.
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The Specific Plan Amendments would accomplish the intent of Objective 3.11 within a well-
developed cohesive mixed-use development located within a district specifically planned for
these uses. The additional on-site Alcohol Use Approvals are in keeping with the promotion
of restaurant, bar, and other entertainment uses, and the provision of a wide range of tourist
and visitor oriented destinations within the LASED.

The Specific Plan Amendments would further the goals and policies specified in the
Economic Development Chapter of the General Plan Framework. These include:

Goal 7F A Fiscally Stable City

Policy 7.8.1 Place the highest priority on attracting new development projects to Los
Angeles which have the potential to generate a net fiscal surplus for the City.

Policy 7.8.3 Encourage mixed-use development projects, which include revenue
generating retail, to offset the fiscal costs associated with residential development.

An increase in the overall number of Alcohol Use Approvals would stimulate additional
economic activity through increased competiveness, facilitating the development of a new
hotel, and new uses in the LASED, resulting in increased employment opportunities for local
residents, increased revenue to the City and heightened use of Convention Center facilities.

3. Housing Element

Objective 2.3. "Encourage the location of housing, jobs, and services
in mutual proximity. Accommodate a diversity of uses that support the
needs of the City's existing and future residents."

Housing Element Objective 2.3 is met by the Specific Plan Amendments. The increase in
Alcohol Use Approvals and change in Standard Conditions would help facilitate more local
employment opportunities, and would support existing and future business activity, in the
immediate project area and adjacent to the growing South Park residential population.

4. Transportation Element

Support development in regional centers, community centers,
major economic activity areas and along mixed-use boulevards as
designated in the Community Plans.

The Specific Plan Amendments are consistent with applicable objectives and policies of the
Transportation Element, including Objective 3, related to supporting development in regional
centers. The LASED is designated as Regional Center by the Community Plan. The
allowance of additional Alcohol Use Approvals within the LASED would encourage
continued economic development in the area by creating opportunities for additional jobs,
business development, and other economic activities resulting from an increased potential
for business activity.

B. Findings under Charter Section 558

Los Angeles City Charter Section 558 and LAMC Section 12.32.C.7 require that prior to
adopting a land use ordinance, the City Council must make findings that the ordinance
conforms with public necessity, convenience, general welfare and good zoning practice.
The addition of five Alcohol Use Approvals to the LASED Specific Plan area and the
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modification of Table 1 (Conditions Volunteered in the Development Agreement for On-Site
Alcohol Consumption) conform with the public necessity, convenience, general welfare and
good zoning practice by fostering a unified development that addresses the provision of
alcohol throughout the entire Specific Plan area.

Public Necessity

All uses proposed by the Specific Plan Amendments to utilize the additional Alcohol Use
Approvals are allowed within the Specific Plan area. The Specific Plan area is a lively 24-
hour environment with restaurants, bars, hotels, cinemas, and other uses that require the
provision of alcoholic beverages during the ordinary course of business. The need for
additional hotels, meeting and ballroom space and restaurants, and the popularity of the
existing area, has led to the need for an incremental increase in the number of Alcohol Use
Approvals required to allow the Specific Plan area to continue to thrive and serve the
Downtown market area. A new hotel, enhanced cinema, expanded meeting and ballroom
facilities and additional restaurant space would generate additional activity and meet the
City's goals for hotels near the Convention Center, a 24-hour environment, and increased
retail and restaurant opportunities in the Specific Plan area. In addition, there have been no
documented issues with any of the currently-issued Alcohol Use Approvals in the Specific
Plan area.

Convenience 

By allowing the proposed hotel, cinema, and other district uses to sell alcoholic beverages,
the resident population, employees in the area and visitors would be offered an enhanced
range of dining and entertainment amenities. Providing additions to the existing full range of
amenities residents and visitors enjoy in the Specific Plan area would help to continue to
strengthen Downtown's revitalization by broadening its appeal and increasing its product
offerings. This would increase the competitiveness of the Downtown Area and attract a
wider range of the population, and in so doing, contribute positively to the economic welfare
of the community. These uses are expected to broaden the appeal of the LASED and are an
example of the type of broad uses of commercial establishments the Specific Plan
envisions. To enable the cinema, hotels, and other uses to contribute to the economic well-
being of the LASED and to remain competitive, consistent with the stated goals of the
Specific Plan, the proposed Specific Plan Amendments are requested. The increased
availability of restaurants and entertainment within the Specific Plan area would continue to
enhance the experience of those who desire such entertainment and would allow the
additional business establishments anticipated as part of the Specific Plan amendment to
provide added convenience to patrons.

General Welfare

The Specific Plan Amendments propose to add four Alcohol Use Approvals for the sale of a
full line of alcoholic beverages for on-site consumption and one Alcohol Use Approval for
service of beer and wine for on-site consumption. The LASED is a designated sports and
entertainment district intended to include establishments that serve alcohol. The Specific
Plan and Development Agreement provide important safeguards, public hearings, and on-
going review of the operations of the existing and proposed establishments. However, there
are a designated number of Alcohol Use Approvals for both on-site and off-site consumption
that may be issued within the LASED. By adding five Alcohol Use Approvals to the LASED
Specific Plan and the continued imposition and monitoring of the LASED Specific Plan
conditions addressing operational and alcohol-related issues, comprehensive district-wide
public welfare and safety would be achieved.
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The Specific Plan sets forth a comprehensive program with detailed limitations and
conditions applicable to establishments providing for the sale and service of alcoholic
beverages. These include regulations on the number, type, and hours of such
establishments allowed within the Specific Plan area. They also include operation
conditions such as employee training, provision of a "Designated Driver Program," and
security design features.

Good Zoning Practice

The requested Specific Plan Amendments are in substantial conformance with the
purposes, intent and provisions of the General Plan, and are consistent with good zoning
practice because they would be compatible with the existing character of the LASED and
further the objective of Section 2.C. of the Specific Plan, which encourages expansion of the
LASED as a major entertainment/mixed-use development providing hotel, retail,
entertainment, residential, tourism and similar or related uses.

The Specific Plan provides for a mixed-use business district that builds upon the
commercial, entertainment, and retail character of the STAPLES Center, the Convention
Center, and Downtown Los Angeles with office, hotel, retail, entertainment, theater, housing,
cultural, and transit-related uses. The requested changes to the Specific Plan would provide
increased opportunities for quality dining and entertainment and facilitate an additional hotel
and meeting space serving the Convention Center. The proximity of transit stations
combined with the pedestrian-oriented nature of the development makes the Specific Plan
area easily accessible by local residents, visitors, and employees in the vicinity Patrons of
mixed-use developments such as the Specific Plan area typically expect such amenities and
services. The increased concentration of uses at the location would also continue to reduce
the need for local residents and workers to travel to other areas for dining, entertainment,
and recreation and would enhance this destination point for visitors and residents alike.

For all of these reasons, the addition of five Alcohol Use Approvals to the LASED Specific
Plan area and the modification of Table 1 (Conditions Volunteered in the Development
Agreement for On-Site Alcohol Consumption) conform with the public necessity, general
welfare and good zoning practice.

C. Additional Findings for Conditional Use Alcohol Consumption

Although not required findings for adoption of a Specific Plan amendment, approval of the
Amendment would be consistent with the findings required for the approval of a conditional
use permit for on-site consumption, as defined in LAMC Section 12.24.W.1.(a). These
findings are in addition to those otherwise required by this section.

1) The proposed use will not adversely affect the welfare of the pertinent
community.

As discussed above, the amendments to the Specific Plan, like the Specific Plan, support
uses that are compatible with the existing sports and entertainment facilities at the
STAPLES Center and Convention Center, as well as surrounding office and retail uses. On-
site residential development is located as to avoid any potential impacts from
establishments that provide entertainment and alcoholic beverages. Specific Plan
regulations already ensure, and would continue to ensure, that adjacent residential areas
and other sensitive uses are buffered from any potential impacts from establishments
providing alcoholic beverages.
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The Specific Plan sets forth detailed limitations and conditions applicable to establishments
providing the sale and service of alcoholic beverages. The Specific Plan area provides a
safe environment where the sale of alcoholic beverages is closely monitored and controlled
to prevent abuse. The Specific Plan area is served by the Los Angeles Police Department.
The presence of LAPD officers, in conjunction with private security personnel, ensures a
safe environment for area uses. The Specific Plan provides for adequate parking and
access, thereby avoiding potential for spillover parking into adjacent areas.

2) The granting of the request will not result in an undue concentration of
premises for the sale or dispensing for consideration of alcoholic
beverages in the area of the City involved.

While the Specific Plan does allow for a concentration of licenses within the Specific Plan
area, the concentration is necessary and appropriate to the nature and location of the
Specific Plan area and does not constitute an undue concentration of premises for the sale
of alcoholic beverages in this area of the City. Moreover, the Specific Plan requires that for
nine of the Alcohol Use Approvals issued, the State ABC licenses must be purchased from
an existing State ABC licensed establishment in the immediate area outside the Specific
Plan area, which further reduces the concentration of licenses.

The Specific Plan area is located in a commercial/entertainment/retail area of the City,
adjacent to the STAPLES Center and the Convention Center. The existing entertainment
district envisioned and implemented by the existing Specific Plan draws patrons and visitors
from a wide area, including local, regional, national, and international visitors. It is expected
and not unusual to have concentrated commercial, entertainment, and restaurant uses in
such a location with a correspondingly higher number of alcoholic beverage licenses. The
Specific Plan sets forth detailed limitations and conditions applicable to establishments
providing the sale and service of alcoholic beverages, as discussed above. The availability
of additional dining establishments providing alcoholic beverages would greatly enhance the
atmosphere and attractiveness of the Specific Plan area to local residents and workers in
the vicinity of the Specific Plan area. The concentration of uses at the location would
continue to reduce the need for local residents and employees to travel to other areas for
dining and entertainment and would continue to enhance the area as a destination point for
visitors and residents alike.

3) The proposed use will not detrimentally affect any nearby residentially
zoned communities in the area of the City involved.

The Specific Plan sets forth building design and operational regulations such that proximate
residential areas have not, and would not be, adversely affected by the expanded sale of
alcoholic beverages and related entertainment. Similarly, any existing and future on-site
residential uses are located and shielded, or would be located and shielded, in such a
manner as to avoid any adverse impacts from establishments providing entertainment and
alcoholic beverages. Building design and operational regulations would continue to reduce
the potential for any impact that may occur, but has not thus far occurred, on nearby
residential uses and a nearby school and church. These design and operational regulations
in the Specific Plan area have been successful and are anticipated to continue to be
successful, ensuring no detrimental effects on nearby residentially zoned communities.
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D. Findings for Conditional Use Permits — 12.24.E

Although not required findings for adoption of a Specific Plan amendment, approval of the
Amendment would be consistent with the findings required for the approval of a conditional
use permit, as defined in LAMC Section 12.24.E.

1. The amendment will enhance the built environment in the surrounding
neighborhood or will perform a function or provide a service that is essential
or beneficial to the community, city, or region.

The Specific Plan, which incorporates establishments that sell and serve alcoholic
beverages, is consistent with the Central City Community Plan. The Specific Plan area was
designed in order to be in proper relationship with both the surrounding uses and Specific
Plan uses and is fully developed with a number of entertainment-related uses consistent
with the Specific Plan. The requested changes to the Specific Plan would allow the existing
cinema to provide additional amenities, allow for the construction of an additional hotel
within the Specific Plan area and available to service the Convention Center, allow for
additional potential banquet service areas, and uses within the Specific Plan area to serve
an enhanced breakfast and brunch menu. All of these additional amenities would perform a
function that is beneficial to the Specific Plan area and, as a result, the community, city, and
region.

The development of additional establishments which offer alcoholic beverages is in keeping
with the existing tourist-oriented and business uses of the Specific Plan area, STAPLES
Center, and the Convention Center. The City initiated the Specific Plan in order to assist in
the development to, in part, serve as a beneficial effect on the STAPLES Center, the
Convention Center, and other land uses in the downtown community. The Specific Plan
continues to discourage the spread of blight and encourages development which continues
to have a positive effect on adjacent uses.

2. The project's location, size, height, operations and other significant features
will be compatible with and will not adversely affect or further degrade
adjacent properties, the surrounding neighborhood, or the public health,
welfare, and safety.

The Specific Plan, including establishments that provide alcoholic beverages, would be
compatible with and would not adversely affect or further degrade adjacent properties, the
surrounding neighborhood, or the public health, welfare, and safety. The Specific Plan
amendments do not propose any change to the location, size, height, or other change to the
existing built environment for the Specific Plan area. The establishment of the Specific Plan
has also led to a popular and successful entertainment destination for community members
and tourists, and the proposed Specific Plan amendments would only further enhance the
offerings of businesses in the Specific Plan area to allow for additional hours and locations
for alcoholic beverage service.

3. The amendment would substantially conform with the purpose, intent and
provisions of the General Plan, the applicable community plan and any
applicable specific plan.

The Specific Plan area is located within the Central City Community Planning Area of the
City of Los Angeles' adopted General Plan. Land use policies for this area are addressed in
the Community Plan. As discussed in more detail above, the Specific Plan Amendment
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would be consistent with the applicable objectives, plan designations, and policies of the
Community Plan, and the Housing Element.

The proposed amendments to the Specific Plan are also consistent with the intent and
context of the existing Specific Plan. The Specific Plan is intended to, among other things,
"enhance the existing Convention Center and STAPLES Center development, by providing
a convention center hotel site, public gathering places and a pedestrian friendly environment
through establishment of unique streetscape design guidelines." Specific Plan, Section 2.E.
The requested changes to the Specific Plan would enhance the built environment of the
developed Specific Plan area by allowing existing built components of the Specific Plan area
to better serve the community and visitors. The requested changes to the Specific Plan
would allow the existing cinema to provide additional amenities, allow for the construction of
an additional hotel within the Specific Plan area and available to service the Convention
Center, allow for additional potential banquet service areas, and allow hotels within the
Specific Plan area to serve an enhanced breakfast and brunch menu. All of these additional
amenities will perform a function that is beneficial to the Specific Plan area and consistent
with the General Plan, Community Plan, and Specific Plan.

2. CEQA FINDINGS

The City of Los Angeles, acting through the Planning Department, is the "Lead Agency" for
the Revised Project evaluated in the Addendum. The City finds that the Addendum was
prepared in compliance with CEQA and the City of Los Angeles CEQA Guidelines. The City
finds that it has independently reviewed and analyzed the Addendum for the Revised
Project and that the Addendum reflects its independent judgment.

The Specific Plan Amendments present no changes to the existing uses and operation of
the Specific Plan area, but rather are an extension of existing ongoing uses. The City
prepared and certified an Environmental Impact Report (EIR No. 2000-3777) in connection
with the adoption of the Specific Plan and subsequently has adopted various addenda since
that time for previous Specific Plan amendments. In particular, in 2007, the City adopted an
Addendum to the EIR for amendments to the Specific Plan, which included, among other
things, the addition of nine Alcohol Use Approvals to the Specific Plan area.

Consistent with CEQA Guidelines section 15164(a), an addendum may be prepared to a
previously certified EIR if some changes or additions are necessary but none of the
conditions described in CEQA Guideline section 15162 have occurred. Consistent with
CEQA Guideline sections 15164(a), none of the conditions described in CEQA Guideline
section 15162 requiring preparation of a Subsequent EIR have occurred, and only minor
changes or additions to the prior EIR are necessary to properly analyze any potential
impacts of the Project.

The EIR already incorporates necessary mitigation and monitoring measures that mitigate
the significant environmental effects of the Project to the extent physically feasible. As such,
a proposed Addendum to the EIR (Exhibit C-1) has been prepared in accordance with State
CEQA Guidelines section 15164(a). The Addendum concludes that the Specific Plan
Amendments would neither result in any additional significant impacts nor increase the
severity of previously identified significant impacts.



1. DEVELOPMENT AGREEMENT AMENDMENT FINDINGS

In connection with the Third Amendment to the Third Amended and Restated
Development Agreement it is hereby found as follows:

A. That a First Amendment to the Third Amended and Restated Development
Agreement by and among the City of Los Angeles ("City"), a municipal corporation,
L.A. Arena Land Company, LLC ("LandCo"), Flower Holdings, LLC, Olympic and
Georgia Partners, LLC, LA Live Theatre, LLC, LA Live Properties, LLC, FIDM
Residential, Inc., Figueroa South Land, LLC, and Fig Central Fee Owner, LLC was
entered into on December 21, 2010 and recorded on January 21, 2011 in the Official
Records of Los Angeles County, California as Instrument No. 20110120808 after
adoption by the City Council as Ordinance No. 181335 on September 21, 2010.

B. That a Second Amendment to the Third Amended and Restated Development
Agreement by and among the City of Los Angeles ("City"), a municipal corporation,
L.A. Arena Land Company, LLC ("LandCo"), Flower Holdings, LLC, Olympic and
Georgia Partners, LLC, LA Live Theatre, LLC, LA Live Properties, LLC, FIDM
Residential, Inc., Figueroa South Land, LLC, and Fig Central Fee Owner, LLC was
adopted by the City Council as Ordinance No. 182269 on September 28, 2012, but
has not yet been entered into and recorded (the "Development Agreement").

C. That State Government Code Section 65868 authorizes the amendment of a
previously approved development agreement.

D. That LandCo requested that the City consider amending the Development
Agreement in accordance with the Second Amendment to the Third Amended and
Restated Development Agreement (the "Amended Agreement"). The amendment
process was initiated by the Applicant, and all proceedings have been taken in
accordance with the City's adopted procedures.

E. That the Amended Agreement complies with all applicable City and State regulations
governing development agreements.

F. That, pursuant to Section 65867.5 of the Government Code, the Amended
Agreement is consistent with the objectives, policies and programs specified in the
City of Los Angeles General Plan, including the Central City Community Plan (the
"Community Plan") and the Los Angeles Sports and Entertainment District Specific
Plan (the "Specific Plan"). The Amended Agreement is consistent with the General
Plan and Specific Plan in that it conforms the Development Agreement to the
amendments to the Specific Plan sought concurrently herewith, including the addition
of five Alcohol Use Approvals to the Specific Plan area and modification of a
condition to allow alcohol service to commence at 8:00 a.m. for up to eight
establishments including each hotel, fostering the continued economic and social
success of the Specific Plan area. The Amended Agreement would retain the terms
of the previous Development Agreement except to modify the references to the
Specific Plan to reflect the proposed changes to the Specific Plan. The Amended
Agreement therefore furthers the Community Plan's objectives to retain the existing
retail base in Central City (Objective 2-2), to promote land uses in Central City that
will address the needs of all the visitors to Downtown for business, conventions,
trade shows, and tourism (Objective 2-3), and to encourage a mix of uses which
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was prepared in compliance with CEQA and the City of Los Angeles CEQA Guidelines.
The City finds that it has independently reviewed and analyzed the Addendum for the
Revised Project and that the Addendum reflects its independent judgment.

The Specific Plan Amendments present no changes to the existing uses and operation
of the Specific Plan area, but rather are an extension of existing ongoing uses. The City
prepared and certified an Environmental Impact Report (EIR No. 2000-3777) in
connection with the adoption of the Specific Plan and subsequently has adopted various
addenda since that time for previous Specific Plan amendments. In particular, in 2007,
the City adopted an Addendum to the EIR for amendments to the Specific Plan, which
included, among other things, the addition of nine Alcohol Use Approvals to the Specific
Plan area.

Consistent with CEQA Guidelines section 15164(a), an addendum may be prepared to a
previously certified EIR if some changes or additions are necessary but none of the
conditions described in CEQA Guideline section 15162 have occurred. Consistent with
CEQA Guideline sections 15164(a), none of the conditions described in CEQA Guideline
section 15162 requiring preparation of a Subsequent EIR have occurred, and only minor
changes or additions to the prior EIR are necessary to properly analyze any potential
impacts of the Project.

The EIR already incorporates necessary mitigation and monitoring measures that
mitigate the significant environmental effects of the Project to the extent physically
feasible. As such, a proposed Addendum to the EIR (Exhibit C-1) has been prepared in
accordance with State CEQA Guidelines section 15164(a). The Addendum concludes
that the Specific Plan Amendments would neither result in any additional significant
impacts nor increase the severity of previously identified significant impacts.
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